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Accessing the Code Notebooks

https://doi.org/10.24433/CO.3402613.v1
https://github.com/jonathandunn/text_analytics
https://github.com/jonathandunn/corpus_analysis

To run the notebooks through Code Ocean, you will need to click the command that says “Edit Your Copy” in the top right-hand corner, as shown in the first screenshot:

The “Jupyter” command will now be available under the heading “Reproducible Run” as shown in the second screenshot:

This will start up the interactive notebook container. You can now find the notebooks within the “code” folder.

The following is a list of interactive notebooks together with the section of the Element which they accompany:

Lab 1.2. Accessing the Corpora
Lab 1.3. Visualizing Categories
Lab 1.4. Using Groupby to Explore Categories
Lab 1.5. Vectorizing Texts
Lab 2.1. Getting x and y Arrays for Dialects
Lab 2.2. Classifying Cities with TF-IDF and PMI
Lab 2.3. Classifying Authors with Function Word N-Grams
Lab 2.4. Using Positional Vectors for Parts of Speech
Lab 2.5. Classifying Hotels by Quality Using Sentiment Analysis
Lab 2.7. Classifying Cities Using MLPs
Lab 3.2. Register and Corpus Similarity
Lab 3.3. Finding Similar Documents
Lab 3.4. Finding Associated Words
Lab 3.5. Working with Word Embeddings
Lab 3.6. Clustering Word Embeddings
Lab 4.1. Baselines for Classifying Political Speeches
Lab 4.2. Ensuring Validity Using Cross-Validation
Lab 4.3. Unmasking Authorship
Lab 4.4. Comparing Word Embeddings
Lab 4.5. Making Maps for Linguistic Diversity